served as the Executive Director of the Rhode Island Economic Development Corporation and as the Executive Counselor to the Governor on Economic and Community Development.

In earlier years, Kaplan served as a Senior Strategy Partner in Accenture’s Health & Life-Science practice and worked broadly throughout the pharmaceutical, medical products, and biotechnology industry. Kaplan also spent eight years working for the Pharmaceutical Division of Eli Lilly and Company. As a Marketing Plans Manager, Kaplan assisted in developing the launch strategy and successful introduction of Prozac into the U.S. market.

Kaplan shares his innovation musings on Twitter (@skap5) and on Medium (@skap5)
11:15 am Introduction & objectives for facilitated conversations
Hillary Leonard, Vice Chairperson, JCAP

11:30 am Lunch
Please help yourself to the buffet in the adjacent room.

12:15pm Facilitated conversations: Trends and drivers in the future – 9 breakouts
Please go to your assigned breakout session as noted on your name tag with room assignment.

Breakouts will:
• Envision URI in the Future: Discuss the major forces that may be drivers of change for URI in 2035 and beyond.
• What might URI look like relative to those drivers?

Breakout Groups & Facilitators:
#1 Peter Cornillon – Room 313
#2 Judith Swift – Room 360
#3 Deedee Chatham – Room 354
#4 Hillary Leonard – Room 318
#5 Diane Goldsmith – Room 314
#6 Vince Petronio – Room 308
#7 Cheryl Foster – Room 315
#8 Laura Beauvais – Ballroom rear tables
#9 Ann Morrissey – Ballroom front tables

2:00pm Presentations by breakout groups
Please return to ballroom for dessert, coffee, and summary.

3:00pm How shall URI prepare for the future?
Please select one of four self-facilitated discussions in each corner of the Ballroom that will:
• Outline an approach that would allow URI to arrive at a more considered vision of 2035.
• Design a process or structure in which those interested in the subject can continue to explore it.
• Draft a potential vision to be considered and presented to the URI community next year.

Please record summary consensus ideas on white board - these will serve as recorded summary notes for future use.

3:45pm Share Summary Consensus Ideas
(they will be forwarded for consideration by JCAP)

4:00pm Summit ends